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The present paper deals with entropy generation study of CuO/water nanofluid flow over a spherical heat
source that is installed inside a cylindrical channel with sudden expansion and contraction. To estimate
the entropy generation rate; first, the governing equations are solved numerically to find the velocity and
temperature fields in the domain where the flow is steady and laminar. Next, using the simulation data,
the entropy generation number is calculated theoretically. The effects of nanofluid concentration,
nanoparticle size, blockage ratio, and Reynolds number on the entropy generation have been investi-
gated. The outcomes of this research elucidate that entropy generation number rises with an increase
in the nanoparticle volume fraction and surface temperature of the heat source. On the other hand, it
was found that the entropy generation is diminished by implementing finer nanoparticles and lowering
the blockage ratio. In this study, a new correlation has also been presented to calculate the Nusselt num-
ber that is a function of Reynolds number, Prandtl number, and blockage ratio.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

During the last decade, ‘‘Nanofluid” has always been an
engrossing term for academics and engineers in the field of heat
transfer and thermal engineering. The potential of nanofluids has
been evaluated for performance enhancement of various thermal
systems such as photovoltaic/thermal systems [1–3], solar collec-
tors [4–9], desalination systems [10], microchannels [11,12], car
radiators [13], and machining processes [14]. There are many
review papers in the literature on the properties and applications
of nanofluids that could be suitable sources for interested research-
ers (see for example [15–18]). With the development of nanofluids
applications, thermodynamic analysis of nanofluid-based systems
has become an essential part of the system design process. Entropy
generation minimization is a thermodynamic approach to optimize
the performance of thermal equipment. Singh et al. [19] started the
study on the entropy generation in nanofluid-based systems in
2010 by investigating the entropy generation of Al2O3/water
nanofluids in channels with three different orders of magnitude
including micro, mini and conventional. They indicated that using
nanofluids in microchannels where the flow is laminar is not
advantageous from the second law viewpoint. On the other hand,
it was found that entropy generation rises when nanofluid flows
in conventional channels at high Reynolds numbers (turbulent
regime). Mahian et al. [20,21] have summarized the main studies
(from 2010 to 2014) on entropy generation of nanofluid flows in
different structures and regimes. Here, a brief review of more
recent studies is presented. In 2015, Anand [22] analytically inves-
tigated the entropy generation of Al2O3-based nanofluids flowing
in a tube under immersed in an isothermal fluid for Reynolds num-
bers up to 4500. They considered two base liquids including water
and ethylene glycol in the study. The results showed that particle
loading is not advantageous from the second law viewpoint at high
Reynolds numbers and the base fluid with high viscosity. Siavashi
et al. [23] studied the effects of both porous media and Al2O3/water
nanofluids on the heat transfer and entropy generation in an annu-
lus. They indicated that to minimize the entropy generation in each
nanofluid concentration an optimal thickness of the porous layer
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the geometry, a channel with a spherical heat source in the
middle of it.

Nomenclature

A surface area of heat source, m2

Cp specific heat, J/kg K
D heat source diameter, m
d nanoparticle diameter, m
Dh hydraulic diameter of inlet port, m
g gravity, m/s2

h heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
k conductivity, W/m K
L channel side, m
_m mass flow rate, kg/s
Nu Nusselt number, Nu ¼ havgD

k
P pressure, Pa
Pr Prandtl number, Pr ¼ lCp

k
_Q heat transfer rate of heat source, W
Re Reynolds number, Re ¼ qVinDin

l
S entropy, J/K
_Sgen rate of entropy generation, J/K s
T temperature, K
T0 ambient temperature, K
u internal energy, J/kg
V velocity, m/s

v specific volume, m3/kg
x, y, z axial coordinates, m

Greek symbols
q density, kg/m3

m dynamic viscosity, kg/m s
/ volumetric concentration of particles, %
b thermal expansion coefficient, 1/K
j Boltzmann constant, 1.381 � 10�23 J/K
k blockage ratio, D/L
w viscous dissipation, kg/m s3

h dimensionless heat source temperature

Subscripts
avg average
bf base fluid
in inlet
nf nanofluid
np nanoparticle
s solid (heat source)
w wall
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can be obtained. Ebrahimi et al. [24] found that using nanofluids in
microchannel heat sinks with rectangular cross-section and
equipped with vortex generators can reduce the entropy genera-
tion. Siavashi and Jamali [25] investigated the entropy generation
due to turbulent flow of titanium oxide/water nanofluids in an
annulus using two-phase mixture model. The work concludes that
entropy generation minimization can be achieved by regulating
the mass flow rate of nanofluid. Cho et al. [26] found that with
increasing the volume fraction of Al2O3 nanoparticles dispersed
in water the entropy generation due to natural convection inside
a wavy cavity decreases. Bahiraei and Alighardashi [27] studied
the entropy generation of TiO2 based non-Newtonian nanofluids
flowing inside a narrow annulus under constant heat flux bound-
ary condition. They reported entropy generation reduction by par-
ticle loading at high heat fluxes while for low values of heat flux
the pure base fluid provides lower levels of irreversibility. Ibáñez
et al. [28] minimized the entropy generation due to Al2O3/water
nanofluid in a porous microchannel under magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) flow by considering thermal radiation, suction and injec-
tion, and slip flow. Cho [29] evaluated the effect of MHD flow on
the entropy generation due to free convection of Cu/water nanoflu-
ids inside a wavy cavity.

Malik and Nayak [30] numerically examined the effects of MHD
flow on the entropy generation in a square cavity filled with Cu/
water nanofluid and porous media. They considered time-
dependent temperature for a portion of left wall while the right
wall was kept cold partially. They found that the ratio of heat
transfer rate to entropy generation rate increases with increasing
the nanofluid concentration. Torabi et al. [31] investigated Al2O3/
water nanofluid in porous channels equipped with ribs with
different arrangements. They found that increasing the nanoparti-
cle volume fraction decreases the irreversibility. The interested
readers may refer to other studies on the effects of nanofluids on
entropy generation in different geometries and flow regimes, for
example see Refs. [32–37].

The present study, for the first time, deals with the entropy gen-
eration due to CuO/water nanofluid flow over a hot spherical block
in a channel with sudden expansion and contraction through com-
bined numerical and theoretical approaches. This type of flow has
many applications in industry, especially in chemical reactors [38].
The effects of various parameters such as Reynolds number, nano-
fluid concentration, nanoparticle size, and blockage ratio on
entropy generation have been studied. Besides the entropy gener-
ation analysis, a new correlation has been derived and presented to
estimate the Nusselt number in the channel by considering
different blockage ratios.
2. Problem description and numerical solution

The problem under consideration is shown in Fig. 1 where a
spherical heat source of diameter D is placed inside a cylindrical
channel of length 2L with sudden expansion and contraction. The
entrance and exit regions are two pipes with a length of L/2 and
diameter of D/2. For the analyses in this study, the length of the
channel is assumed to be fixed while the diameter of the heat
source is varied.



Table 1
Physical properties of nanoparticle [41].

Material q (kg/m3) Cp (J/kg k) k (W/m K)

CuO 6350 535.6 76.5
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Assuming the nanofluid to be incompressible and homogenous,
the governing equations for its flow inside the channel are:

Continuity:

r:V ¼ 0 ð1Þ

where V is the velocity of fluid flow.
Momentum:

qnf ðV :rÞV ¼ �rP þr:ðlnfrVÞ � qnf g ð2Þ

where qnf ;lnf and P are density, viscosity and pressure of the nano-
fluid, respectively.

Energy:

qnf Cp;nf ðV :rTÞ ¼ r:ðknfrTÞ þ w ð3Þ
where Cp;nf ; T and w are specific heat of nanofluid, temperature and
viscous dissipation, respectively. The viscous dissipation expands
as:

w ¼ l 2
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The computational domain and the boundary conditions are dis-
played in Fig. 2. The value of the velocity is specified at the entrance
boundary while for the exit boundary the pressure outlet boundary
condition is used. A no-slip boundary condition is used for all solid
walls of the channel. Due to symmetry, only once slice of the cylin-
drical channel is considered in the simulation. The temperature at
the inlet is assumed constant, and the channel walls are considered
adiabatic.

Numerical simulations for different conditions have been car-
ried out by using the FLUENT software.

2.1. Nanofluid properties

The properties of the nanofluid are calculated based on follow-
ing correlations; these properties listed in Table 1 are considered
constant in a temperature range of 295–315 K.

Density:

qnf ¼ ð1� /Þqbf þ /qnp: ð5Þ
Specific heat:
Xuan and Roetzel [39] represented the following equation for

specific heat of nanofluid:

Cp;nf ¼
ð1� /ÞðqCPÞbf þ /ðqCpÞnp

qnf
: ð6Þ

where qnf is given in Eq. (5).
Viscosity:
Masoumi et al. [40], predicted the effective viscosity of nanoflu-

ids with high accuracy. Their model is
Fig. 2. The computa
lnf ¼ lbf þ
qnpVBdnp

72Bd

� �
; ð7aÞ

where

VB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
18jT
pqnpdnp

s
; ð7bÞ

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
6/

3

r
dnp; ð7cÞ

B ¼ l�1
bf ðc1dnp � 109 þ c2Þ/þ ðc3dnp � 109 þ c4Þ
h i

; ð7dÞ

in which:

c1 ¼ �0:000001133;
c2 ¼ �0:000002771;
c3 ¼ 0:00000009;

c4 ¼ �0:000000393:

This model has a higher accuracy and precision in comparison with
Einstein, Brinkman, Graham, and Batchelor models [40]. The same
nanoparticles (CuO), the same diameters and volume concentration
of nanoparticles as those used in Masoumi et al. [40] were incorpo-
rated in the present study.

Thermal conductivity:
One of the most accurate equations for thermal conductivity of

nanofluids presented by Vajjha and Das [41] that is a revised ver-
sion of the correlations suggested by Koo and Kleinstreuer [42].

knf ¼ knp þ 2kbf � 2ðkbf � knpÞ/
knp þ 2kbf þ ðkbf � knpÞ/ kbf þ 5� 104 � b/qbf Cp;bf

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jT

qnpdnp

s
f ðT;/Þ; ð8aÞ

where

f ðT;/Þ ¼ ð2:8217� 10�2/þ 3:917� 10�3Þ T
Tin

� �

þ ð�3:0669� 10�2/� 3:91123� 10�3Þ: ð8bÞ
Data needed for correlation (8a) are available in Table 2. In Eq. (8a),
Tin is the average temperature of the nanofluid at the entrance and
is set to 273 K. The intended range of the temperature for this rela-
tion is for 298 K 6 T 6 363 K. Thermo-physical properties of water
are available in ASHRAE handbook [43]. The following equations
are obtained after using the curve fitting technique:

Thermophysical properties of water:

qbf ¼ �0:0036T2 þ 1:9159T þ 748:19; ð9Þ
tional domain.



Table 2
Curve-fitted relations proposed by Vajjha and Das [41].

Particles b Concentration

CuO 9.881 � (100u)�0.9446 1% � u � 6%

Table 3
Variation of Nusselt number with number of cells for water as working fluid, k ¼ 0:4
and Re = 1000.

Simulations Number of cells Nu

Case 1 41,115 60.82
Case 2 63,535 59.81
Case 3 80,000 59.29
Case 4 90,000 58.65
Case 5 100,000 58.73
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Cp;bf ¼ 0:0001T3 þ 0:1155T2 � 41:296T þ 901:8; ð10Þ

kbf ¼ �8� 10�6 � T2 þ 0:0062T � 0:5388; ð11Þ

lbf ¼ 0:00002414� 10
247:8
T�14: ð12Þ

For each nanofluid with specific nanoparticles’ diameter and
concentration, thermophysical properties could be found using
Eqs. (5)–(12). To do this, each equation is solved for a specific
nanoparticle diameter (d) and concentration ð/Þ.

Then the relations (5)–(8) become temperature dependent only.
After using polynomial curve-fitting in each relationship, the resul-
tant polynomials were imported to the main solver as the material
properties.

2.2. Grid independency study

As seen in Fig. 3, a structured grid is used in the entire compu-
tational domain with a concentration near the solid boundaries.

The grid independency test was performed for the simulations
at each blockage ratio. A rectangular grid with fine stretch near
the wall is used for all cases. The results of this study for a blockage
ratio of 0.4 are provided in Table 3 where they are compared with
each other based on the Nusselt number defined as

Nu ¼ havgD
k

ð13Þ

As seen in Table 3, the number of cells in various cases is gradually
increased until no significant changes (less than 0.5%) in the calcu-
lated Nusselt number are observed. Based on these results, the
proper number of cells for computations regarding the rest of sim-
ulations for k ¼ 0:4 was considered 90,000 cells.

2.3. Model validation

The Nusselt numbers obtained in this study are compared with
the corresponding results reported in the literature for a Prandtl
number of 5.12 and different blockage ratios in Fig. 4. As seen in
this figure there is a good agreement between results in this work
and references.

3. Entropy generation analysis

Assuming the outer surface of the heat source to be at a con-
stant temperature of Ts and obtaining the total heat flux of the heat
Fig. 3. The structured grid of simulations.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the simulation results with Song et al. [38] and Krishnan and
Kannan [44]. (a) k = 0.1; (b) k = 0.4; (c) k=0.5.



Fig. 5. Velocity and temperature profiles for water (left side) and CuO/water nanofluid with volume fraction of 4% (right side) for D/L = 0.2 and Re = 500.

Fig. 6. Comparison of predicted Nusselt number and reported by Song et al. [38]
and Krishnan et al. [44].
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source from numerical simulation, the average convection heat
transfer coefficient may be calculated as

havg ¼
_Q

AðTs � TinÞ : ð14Þ

where A is the outer surface area of the heat source. An infinitesimal
control volume of thickness dx is considered in the channel where
the heat source is located and outside of it (as seen in Fig. 1). Apply-
ing the second law of thermodynamics for this control volume
yields:

d _Sgen ¼ _mds� d _Q
Ts

ð15Þ

in which _Sgen is the rate of entropy generation. The heat transfer for
an incompressible flow could be written as:
d _Q ¼ _mCdT ð16Þ
where mass flow rate of fluid is

_m ¼ quA� ð17Þ
where A� is the cross section area of the channel bounded to the
heat source outer boundary and the channel inner surface. For an
incompressible fluid

ds ¼ C
dT
T

ð18Þ

Eq. (15) is expanded with substituting Eqs. (16) and (18):

d _Sgen ¼ _mC
dT
T

� _mCdT
Ts

¼ _mC
1
T
� 1
Ts

� �
dT ð19Þ

The entropy generation could be obtained by integrating Eq.19 over
heat source.

_Sgen ¼ _mC ln
T2

T1

� �
� T2 � T1

Ts

� �
ð20Þ

where T2 and T1 are the average temperature of the left and right
tangential planes of the heat source, respectively and calculated
over tangential planes from numerical simulations as:

T ¼ 1
A

Z
TdA ð21Þ

The entropy generation number defines as:

Ns ¼
_Sgen
_mC

¼
_Sgen

ð _Q=DTÞ ¼ ln
T2

T1

� �
� T2 � T1

Ts

� �
ð22Þ
4. Results and discussion

Steady and laminar forced convection was considered for simu-
lation of the cases in this study where Re � 1000.



Fig. 7. Variation of the entropy generation number with Reynolds number.

Fig. 8. The entropy generation number versus Reynolds number.

Fig. 9. Distribution of the entropy generation number with Reynolds number for different blockage ratios.
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Fig. 5 shows the velocity and temperature distributions for
water and nanofluid with a volume concentration of 4% at
Re = 500 and D/L = 0.2 where for the nanofluid case the size of
nanoparticles is assumed to be 30 nm. As seen, the temperature
in the back of the spherical block (in both cases i.e. water and nano-
fluid) is less than other regions near the block, especially at the
poles. This happens because of creating flow vortices behind the
block which increase the rate of heat transfer (see velocity profiles).

A large number of simulations were carried out to derive a
new correlation which predicts the Nusselt number as a function
of Reynolds number, Prandtl number, and blockage ratios. Rey-
nolds number varied from 100 to 1000, Prandtl number ranged



Fig. 10. Distribution of the entropy generation number with Reynolds number for different heat source temperatures.
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from 2.9 to 4.89, and the blockage ratio changed from 0.2 to 0.6.
The steps for deriving the correlation have been presented as
follows.

Consider a general form for the correlation as

Nu ¼ FRemPrnkp ð23Þ
where F, m, n and p are constant values.

To calculate the constant values of this correlation, the results
could be plotted on a log-log scale. First, considering a constant
blockage ratio and one of the mentioned nanofluids with certain
nanoparticle size and concentration (i.e. constant Prandtl number),
log(Nu) is plotted versus log(Re). Therefore, the supposed correla-
tion would be in the form of Eq. (24) and the results fall close to
a straight line whose slope indicates the value of m.

logðNuÞ ¼ m: logðReÞ þ logðFPrnkpÞ ð24Þ

where logðFPrnkpÞ is a constant value. Calculating the slope of this
straight line, the value of m could be obtained. This procedure is
performed for other values of the Prandtl number and blockage
ratio. The final value of the m is the average of it in different
procedures.

The same procedures are performed to calculate n and p. Finally,
the constant value of F could be obtained by substituting each case
values in correlation 23 and calculating the average of different F
values as the final value of F.

The obtained correlation from this procedure is

Nu ¼ 0:5Re0:63Pr0:25k�0:032 ð25Þ
As shown in Fig. 6, the results obtained from the above correlation
have been compared with the results in the literature [38,44] and
good agreement has been indicated.

The heat source temperature is nondimensionalized using the
inlet temperature by a parameter h defined as Ts�T0

T0
. Fig. 7 shows

the variation of the entropy generation number with Reynolds
number for a blockage ratio of k = 0.4, nanoparticle diameter of
d = 30 nm and h ¼ 0:0625.

As seen in this figure, the entropy generation number decreases
with increasing the Reynolds number. This could be attributed to
the lower temperature gradients when the Reynolds number is
increased. In addition, the entropy generation number increases
with increasing nanoparticles volume concentration. One reason
behind this increment may be found in Eq. (22). Based on Eq.
(22), the entropy generation number has an inverse relationship
with the heat capacity of nanofluid. With increasing the volume
concentration, the effective heat capacity decreases, and, therefore,
the entropy generation number increases.
The entropy generation number for k = 0.2, h ¼
0:0625 and nanoparticle concentration of / ¼ 4% is presented in
Fig. 8. It can be seen that by decreasing the diameter of nanoparti-
cles the entropy generation number reduces, this may happen
because the Brownian motion increases in the fluid flow. With
increasing the Brownian motion, temperature gradients decrease
which leads to the reduction of entropy generation.

The variation of entropy generation number against the
Reynolds number for a nanofluid with u ¼ 4% and nanoparticle
size of d = 30 nm for different blockage ratios is displayed in
Fig. 9. By increasing the blockage ratio, i.e. increasing the size of
the heat source, the velocity and temperature gradients reduce
since the space between solid walls, and, consequently, the effec-
tive cross-section area decrease. This leads to decreasing the
entropy generation number. Fig. 10 shows the entropy generation
versus Reynolds number for different heat source temperatures. As
seen in this figure by increasing the heat source temperature, the
entropy generation number increases because the temperature
gradients rise in the domain.
5. Conclusion and future works

In this research, for the first time, the effects of different param-
eters such as nanofluid concentration, nanoparticle size, blockage
ratio and Reynolds number on entropy generation due to forced
convection of CuO/water nanofluid flow over a hot spherical block
in a channel with sudden expansion and contraction have been
investigated through a combined theoretical and numerical
approach. The major findings of the paper are summarized below:

� Increasing the volume concentration of nanoparticles increases
the entropy generation.

� Decreasing the nanoparticles diameter reduces the entropy
generation.

� By increasing the blockage ratio, i.e., increasing the size of the
heat source, the entropy generation decreases.

� Increasing the heat source temperature increases the Nusselt
number and entropy generation.

� A new correlation was presented for the Nusselt number. The
Nusselt number calculated from the presented correlation for
Reynolds number more than 100 is in good agreement with
the reported values.

For future works, it can be suggested to interested researchers
to repeat this study by implementing other numerical models
presented for nanofluids such as two-phase mixture models. The
comparison between single and two-phase models would be
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important. In addition, an experimental study can give better per-
spectives from numerical modeling studies.
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